Abstract Some species of bacteria exhibit quorum sensing, a phenomenon in which gene expression and resultant behavior undergo a phase change at some threshold population density. We show here that even very simple nanodevices, modeled as chemical reaction networks, can by a different mechanism also sense their own population densities and change their behaviors dramatically at certain thresholds. Moreover, the magnitudes of these thresholds can thwart attempts to use model checking, simulation, or approximation by differential equations to formally verify the behaviors of such nanodevices at realistic population densities. We show how formal theorem provers can successfully verify some such systems at sizes where other verification methods fail.
Introduction
Molecular programming is a growing field that creates useful nanoscale systems via the information-processing capabilities of DNA and other biomolecules. Molecular programming applications include diagnostic biosensors, medical therapeutics and molecular robots. Chemical reaction networks (CRNs) are a mathematical abstraction similar to Petri nets, used as a programming language to specify the dynamic behavior of these systems. Existing software can compile these chemical reaction networks into DNA strand displacement systems that simulate them [18, 6, 2, 19] .
In this paper we show that even very simple nanodevices, modeled as chemical reaction networks, can exhibit quorum sensing-like behavior that thwarts some approaches to formally verifying their behaviors. Specifically, we present as a running example a stochastic chemical reaction network N with the following properties:
1. Every reaction of N has two reactants (input molecules) and two products (output molecules). That is, N is a population protocol [1] . The gap in the middle shows the scale at which none of these methods will catch the "produce blue" behavior of the system design. This gap is problematic because it is the scale of realistic molecular programmed systems. We will show how such systems can be verified using automated theorem proving.
2. N consists of a simple nanodevice and is initialized to have some positive integer N of copies of this device. 3. For all N < 10 10 and all N > 10 20 , essentially the entire population of N will eventually consist of molecules of a single red species. 4. For all 10 10 < N < 10 20 , essentially the entire population of N will eventually consist of molecules of a single blue species.
The thresholds 10
10 and 10 20 here imply (see Figure 1 ) that straightforward attempts to model check N or simulate N will conclude that N converges to red, and approximations of N by differential equations will arrive at the same conclusion. But many if not most realistic molecular programming experiments and applications will have device counts strictly between 10 10 and 10 20 , and N converges to blue in this range, contrary to what these three verification methods would indicate. This limitation on the use of these verification methods in molecular programming does not arise in more traditional software or hardware applications.
Fortunately, theorem proving can often deliver correct verdicts even when population sizes defeat the above three methods. We show here how automated theorem proving can verify the region of realistic nano-experiments (property 4 above). The techniques used in Isabelle to prove that this region is correct can also be used to prove the red regions (property 3 above) are also correct.
Quorum sensing systems detect and respond to the population density of certain molecules [13, 3] . The behavior of a quorum sensing system differs depending on whether the population density is above or below a certain threshold. Many molecular programmed systems, such as those for in vivo health monitoring, will depend on the correct behavior of quorum sensing.
Especially because many planned applications of molecular programming are safety-critical, such as in vivo health monitoring systems and targeted drug delivery systems, verification of behavioral properties is necessary. Experimental verification in the laboratory or with human subjects is costly, time-consuming, and intrinsically partial. As with the testing of software and hardware, edge and corner case behaviors may not reveal themselves in the necessarily limited number of executions. Moreover, we would like to find errors earlier than the implementation of the system in molecules. Discovering bugs prior to implementation simplifies fixing the fixes and reduces the cost and effort of system development. Verification that the CRN design of the molecular programmed system matches its intended behavior thus becomes essential.
Many molecular programmed systems have populations in excess of 10
10
devices. This scale poses a serious challenge for verification of molecular programmed system designs. Current formal verification methods cannot handle such scales. To verify molecular programmed systems, researchers may model check a small population count (typically no more than a few hundred) and/or simulate the behavior of a larger but still not realistic population count (up to a few million). Another approach is to approximate the behavior of exceedingly large population counts with ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
Trying to verify a system whose behavior changes at a high threshold population density by considering a few devices (via model checking) or by testing its behavior with a medium-sized count of devices (via simulation) or by using ODEs to check an unrealistically large number of devices leaves a gap in the middle, as Figure 1 shows. That is, current approaches do not cover the range of possible behaviors for actual systems. In fact, some systems display one behavior at smaller sizes and a very different behavior at sizes that cannot currently be checked. This is problematic because assurance of the behavior requires consideration at the real-world scale. In Sect. 2 we describe one such system, a molecular quorum sensing system that has one behavior at small and exceedingly large population counts and a very different behavior at population counts in between, such as those of actual systems.
Model checking, simulation, or ODEs may be unable to verify the behavior of the number of molecular devices contained in a real-world system. The question thus arises of how to verify the behavior of a system where the population (the number of devices) matters. This paper shows that automated theorem proving of a molecular system's CRN design model can address this goal. The paper demonstrates the application of our proposed technique on our CRN design model of a molecular quorum-sensing system. We show how automated theorem provers can successfully verify some such molecular systems at sizes where other methods fail.
2 The Chemical Reaction Network N Chemical reaction networks (CRNs) are abstract models of molecular processes in well-mixed solutions. They are roughly equivalent to three models used in distributed computing, namely, Petri nets, population protocols, and vector addition systems [7] . This paper uses stochastic chemical reaction networks.
For our purposes, a (stochastic) chemical reaction network N consists of finitely many reactions, each of which has the form .. of N at that moment. Note that we are using the so called "lower-case convention" for denoting species counts.
In the full stochastic CRN model, each reaction also has a positive real rate constant, and the random behavior of N obeys a continuous-time Markov chain derived from these rate constants. However, our results here are so robust that they hold for any assignment of rate constants to our running example, so we need not concern ourselves with rate constants or continuous-time Markov chains. In fact, for this paper, we can consider the reaction (2.1) to be the ifstatement if a > 0 and b > 0 then a, b, c, d
where ":=" is parallel assignment. An execution of N is then any sequence of such reactions that is fair in the sense that the if-condition of a reaction cannot remain true forever without the reaction being executed. The fact that each reaction (2.1) has two reactants (A and B) and two products (C and D) means that N is a population protocol [1] . In particular, this condition implies that the total population of all species never changes in the course of an execution.
Intuitively, if we initialize a CRN by assigning initial counts to each of its species, and if this initialization gives the species A, B,... initial counts a 0 · N , b 0 ·N ,..., where the coefficients a 0 , b 0 ,... have greatest common divisor 1, then we can regard the CRN with this initialization as a solution consisting of N copies of the individual nanodevice corresponding to the case N = 1.
Our running example, which we now define, exploits the fact that the nonlinearity of CRNs implies that the behavior N nanodevices may be very nonlinear in N . The CRN is defined as follows:
(2.5)
This CRN is initialized with z 0 = N and z i = q = r = b = 0, i ∈ [1, 65] , and begins in the lower phase. If N < 2 34 the CRN will remain in the lower phase until it terminates. In this case the CRN will create red molecules via reactions (2.3) and terminate with r ≥ N − log(N ). When N ≥ 2 34 ≈ 10 10 the CRN will eventually transition into the middle phase by creating a copy of Z 34 . Once this happens the CRN will begin to execute reactions (2.5) that catalytically convert red molecules to blue. If N ≥ 2 66 ≈ 10 20 the CRN will ultimately transition into the upper phase by creating a copy of Q. Once at least one copy of Q is present the CRN will begin to catalytically convert all molecules to red (2.7 -2.9).
Model Checking
For model checking, the probabilistic model checker PRISM provides verification of properties on a system composed of several devices [10] . Kwiatkowska and Thachuk used PRISM for the probabilistic verification of CRNs for biological systems using the probabilistic model checker PRISM [11] . Recent work by Cauchi, et al. using formal synthesis allowed verification of systems with 10 continuous variables [5] .
Using PRISM we verified that the Prism property "P >= 1[F G r > 190]" held for the CRN design model for an initial population of z 0 = 200. However, even with 8 GB of memory, we were unable to model check it for an initial population of z 0 = 400.
Depending on the CRN, for population counts over 5 or so, state-space explosion may be a problem. Methods suggested to prune the model so that meaningful model checking can occur include symmetry reduction [8] , statistical model checking [4] , and automated partial exploration of the model [16] .
Simulation
For simulation, MATLAB's SimBiology package is widely used to explore the behavior of a larger number of devices executing concurrently [12] . To simulate the CRN design model, we used Visual GEC. Visual GEC is a software tool for simulation and analysis based on the GEC language [17] , and it can export models to PRISM. Simulation with Visual GEC with an initial population of z 0 = 64, 000, 000 molecules was not able to verify the Blue behavior of the CRN correctly. Simulation with Visual GEC also caused a memory allocation error when z 0 = 128, 000, 000. Matlab Simbiology also was not able to simulate the system, generating an out of memory exception.
Differential Equations
We have seen how model checking and simulation fail to detect behaviors in our quorum sensing CRN due to the processing time required for a large number of input molecules. We now demonstrate that our quorum sensing CRN example also fails to detect behaviors when approximated by deterministic mass action semantics. In this case it is not due to computation power. In this model, reactions are modeled using differential equations, and the set of reactions in a CRN is modeled by a system of polynomial autonomous differential equations. A mathematical connection between the stochastic model and the deterministic model is given by Kurtz [9] , where he shows that the stochastic model is equivalent to the deterministic model as the number of molecules in the system grows towards infinity.
In general, the system of differential equations induced by a CRN is difficult or impossible to solve exactly, and numerical methods are often used to approximate solutions. Here, we utilize Matlab and the SimBiology package [12] to numerically integrate the resulting system of differential equations. Researchers model CRNs using deterministic mass action semantics under the supposition that there are infinitely many molecules, relying on the idea that the CRN behavior is similar to low molecule counts in the stochastic model. This is demonstrated below in Figure 2 where over time the Matlab numerical solution of the system of differential equations yields a large concentration of red species, missing the fact that the stochastic behavior at intermediate molecular counts acts in an opposite manner. 
Theorem Proving
We used the interactive theorem prover Isabelle [15, 14] to validate the use of theorem provers with CRNs at scale. For the quorum sensing CRN here, we verified via the Isabelle theorem prover that if the initial population in z 0 is in the blue region (between 2 34 and 2 66 − 1) Isabelle correctly proves that the system is flooded with blue (b) molecules. Figure 3 shows a sample of the Isabelle session code that helps prove that the CRN terminates (no reaction can occur) for input sizes in the blue region. This demonstrates that using a theorem prover to verify CRN operation is a viable and useful technique to verify correctness in CRNs, especially at those scales where other verification techniques fail.
